It was shown that quasianalytic unilateral shifts do not satisfy the hypothesis of a famous invariant subspace theorem of V. Lomonosov. We prove that these same shifts do not satisfy the hypothesis of Lomonosov's recent improvement of his theorem.
In 1973 Victor Lomonosov revolutionized Hubert space operator theory when he proved his famous invariant subspace theorem [LI] , which includes the following:
If T is an operator commuting with a non-scalar operator A, and if A commutes with a non-zero compact operator K, then T has a non-trivial (closed) invariant subspace.
For a while operator-theorists wondered if every Hubert space operator satisfied the hypothesis of Lomonosov's theorem. The unilateral shift was generally suspected to be a counterexample, but C. Cowen [C] proved that the shift does satisfy Lomonosov's hypothesis. Later a counterexample was found; it was proved in [HNRR] that every so-called quasianalytic unilateral weighted shift is a counterexample.
Recently Lomonosov has improved his original theorem; the new theorem includes the following extension of the above result:
If T is an operator commuting with a non-scalar operator A, and if there is a net {B¿} of operators commuting with A such that (a) {Bx} is weak-operator convergent to a non-zero operator B, (b) II-BaII*. -► 0 (|| \\e denotes the essential norm), then T has a non-trivial closed invariant subspace.
It is the purpose of this note to prove that quasianalytic unilateral weighted shifts do not satisfy the hypothesis of Lomonosov's improved theorem.
Since our proof is a modification of the one in [HNRR] , we shall freely use results and notation from that paper. The key additional fact needed is the following elementary lemma. Here ap(S) denotes the point spectrum of the operator S. DON HADWIN Lemma 1. If X is a limit point of ap(S) for some operator S, then \X\ < \\S\\e. Proof. We could appeal to general results in spectral theory that state that there are at most countably many eigenvalues (necessarily isolated) for S that have modulus greater than \\S\\e and that the only limit points of this set are contained in the essential spectrum of 5 and have modulus at most ||5||e .
However, we can give an elementary Hubert space proof. Suppose X\, X2, ... are distinct eigenvalues for S and X" -> X. For each « > 1, let x" be a nonzero eigenvector for the eigenvalue X" . It follows that {x\, x2, ...} is linearly independent. Let {e"} be the orthonormal sequence obtained by applying the Gram-Schmidt process to the x" 's. It follows that (Sen, e") = Xn for « = 1,2,.... \f K is any compact operator, we have \X\ = lim"^oo \(Se" , e")\ -lim^oo \((S -K)en, en)\ < \\S -K\\. Since K is arbitrary, \X\ < ||5||e . D
We state our assertion of a counterexample in a positive form.
Theorem. Suppose T is a quasianalytic unilateral weighted shift operator, A is a non-scalar operator commuting with T, and {B¿} is a net of operators commuting with A such that \\Bx\\e -> 0 and such that Bx -> B in the weak operator topology. Then B -0.
Proof. As in [HNRR] we write T as multiplication by z (T = Mz) on the weighted Hardy space H2(ß) and we write A = Mv with tp in the algebra of multipliers H°°(ß).
For each z in the closed unit disk, let kz e H2(ß) be the unique vector such that h(z) = («, kz) for every h in H2(ß). If \z\ < 1, we define JVZ = ker(A -q>{z))*, and we let Pz denote the projection of H2(ß) onto JVZ.
Let D = {z: \z\ < 1} and T = {z: |z| = 1}. As observed in [HNRR, p. 412 Choose ¿zi e F , and write {z: |z| < 1, <p(z) -(p{ax)} = {a\, a2, ... , a"} . Clearly, {a\, a2, ... , a"} c F , and since <p' never vanishes on F , it follows from the open mapping theorem [Ru, Theorem 10.30 ] that there are disjoint open sets VX,V2, ... ,Vn such that ( 1 ) ak € Vk for 1 < k < « ,
(2) tp\Vx is 1-1 for 1 <k<n,
(3) (p{Vx) = <p(V2) = ---= (p{Vn)^U. Since (p{a\) is not in tp(D \Uü=i ^) > we can assume (4) <p-x(<p(U)) = [)"k=xVk.
For I < k < n , let fk: U ^ Vk denote the inverse of <p\Vk . It follows that, for each z in U, JVZ = sp{Ayl(z), ... , ^/"(Z)} • Since the map w >-» kw is norm continuous on D, it follows that the mapping z >-* Pz is norm continuous on U.
For each index X, B¿ leaves all of the jVz 's invariant, z e U. Since Pz is a continuous function of z , it follows that a(B\\Arz) is a continuous function of z, with the Hausdorff metric on closed subsets of C. It follows from the lemma above that, for each index X and each z in U, r(Bl\J/"z) < \\Bx\\e (r denotes spectral radius).
However, since Bx -* B in the weak operator topology and each JVZ is finite dimensional, B\\JVZ -> B*\Jfz in norm for each z in U. It follows that r(B*\yfz) = Mmr(Bl\jVz) < \im\\Bx\\e = 0 for each z in U. Since each J^ has dimension « , it follows that (ß*)"|y^ = 0. Since the closed linear span of any infinite collection of kw 's is all of H2(ß), we conclude that Bn = 0. If Pi, <?i, Pi, Q2, ■ ■ ■ , Pm , Qm are polynomials, and Q = YOU Pk{T)Bxqk(T) and C = Y!k=\ Pk(T)Bqk(T), we have CkA = ACX for every X, Cx -* C in the weak operator topology, and ||Q||e -> 0. We can apply the above arguments to get that C" = 0.
We can now follow the arguments in [HNRR, p. 413 ] to conclude that B = 0. More precisely, suppose z e U and {kWi, ... , k^J is the basis for J^ , and, for 1 < i < n, let P¡ denote the projection of Jvz onto kWj parallel to sp{/VWj: j ^ i). Since T*\yKz is diagonal with distinct eigenvalues, we have that each 7", has the form Pi{T)*\jVz for some polynomial p¡. Hence, for any « x « matrix (b¡j), the Schur product of (b¡j) with B*\A~Z is nilpotent, since it equals C*\JVZ, where C = £* =, bijPj(T)Bpi(T) has the form of the preceding paragraph. It follows from [HNRR, Lemma 1] that B*kWj = 0 for some j, 1 < j < n. Thus B*kw = 0 for infinitely many w , so B* = 0. D We should point out that what we have referred to as "Lomonosov's hypothesis" is only a special case of Lomonosov's powerful results. Even the original theorem can be phrased in such a way so as to include every operator; namely:
An operator has a non-trivial invariant subspace if and only if it is contained in a proper weakly closed algebra that contains a non-zero compact operator.
The reverse implication follows from the fact that if Ai is a non-trivial subspace, then Alg(AZ) = {T: T(M) c M} is a proper weakly closed algebra containing a non-zero compact operator.
